
Did you know that Leonardo da Vinci Was a Procrastinator and Vincent Van Gogh Only Sold One

Painting? Quite a few artists have made a lasting impact on the way we see, create and appreciate art;

Thus leaving us with pieces like Michelangelo’s sculpture of David, or Van Gogh’s Starry Night. In this

class, we will discuss different types of art and the world’s most famous artists from the past and

present. Be excited about online museum tours, and discussions of the lives and history of the artists,

and learn how art has transformed over the last 45,000 years!

THE BIG BANG!

PBS Adult Continuing Education PBS Adult Continuing Education (ACE) Classes(ACE) Classes  
  

Summer 2023, Session II- WednesdaySummer 2023, Session II- Wednesday

FAMOUS ARTISTS

CLASS SPACE IS LIMITED! REGISTER TODAY. 

POSITIVEBEHAVIOR.ORG

ADULTED@POSITIVEBEHAVIOR.ORG

Wednesdays 10:00 am-11:30 am; Instructor: Gabrielle Sharp

Wednesdays 12:15 pm- 1:45 pm; Instructor: Gabrielle Sharp

The Big Bang Theory is our best guess about how the universe began. Astronomers say the

universe as we know it started with an infinitely hot and small single point that inflated and

stretched over the next 13.7 billion years to the still-expanding cosmos that we know today.

Students will learn about the viewpoints of scientists like Carl Sagan, Bill Nye the Science Guy, Neil

deGrasse Tyson, and Stephen Hawking. Through this exploration of scientific theory, students will

learn how every atom of oxygen in our lungs, carbon in our muscles, calcium in our bones, and iron

in our blood was created inside a star before the Earth was born!

On campus in the Wang Center at Stony Brook University 

MEET YOUR INSTRUCTOR:  GABRIELLE SHARP

Gabrielle Sharp has a Masters in Human Services Leadership, a BA in
Psychology, and an Associates in Liberal Arts with a Minor in Creative
Writing! She is most currently working supporting families and individuals
in accessing the supports necessary to be fully included in all aspects of
community life and achieve their goals. She looks forward to meeting her
PBS ACE students and cannot wait to see what they can accomplish
together!

http://www.positivebehavior.org/
mailto:adulted@positivebehavior.edu


Summer 2023 - Session II
Wednesday Schedule

 6 Sessions

CLASS MEETING DATES:
 

July 12th
July 19th
July 26th
Aug 2nd
Aug 9th

Aug 16th

 

 "I have been taking PBS classes for several years now.
I love going to PBS classes to meet new people, make
new friends, and learn while having fun! The teachers

are very nice and they make you feel welcome in
class. The classes are the right length and the projects

are creative! I am excited to be back next semester!"
 - Jack B.
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Tuition per Class Subject: $375 for all 6 sessions

 
To register and make/arrange for payment:

 https://www.positivebehavior.org/learning--workshops.html
 

All students receive a Certificate of Completion.
A minimum number of registrants must be met for the class to run. 

 
Students and supports are responsible for additional class fees for field trips or meet-ups. 

 
Questions: adulted@positivebehavior.org
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